It's a silly day at the zoo... Answer Key

Nothing is wrong with SPARKY®, but...

- GIRL has a snake for a belt and a sock on
- BOY has a baseball in his triple dip ice cream cone
- ELEPHANT is popping the balloon with a needle, has an earring, has a mouse in a lounge chair under an umbrella on his head
- GOLDFISH are swimming down the walkway
- PENGUINS — one has a chef's hat and is holding a cake with a fish tail sticking out, one is a waiter with a bow-tie, one has an apron and is holding a spoon
- POLAR BEAR is in a recliner eating popcorn and watching TV
- RHINO has a trumpet for one horn, party hat on the other
- GIRAFFE has a pencil for one horn, paint brush for the other, is blowing a party favor, has a car and a t-rex among his spots
- LION is wearing glasses and has a rainbow-wig mane
- CHIMP is on a cell phone (don't you hate when they do that!)
- FRIED EGGS among the flowers